Babushka Pearlette #14 (revised 11-16-16)
The Fake Rapture Theory vs. Appointed Sainthood
The educational background of most theologians is biased by denominations still rationalizing
Scripture from the Middle Ages. Some Christians are better educated to recognize the many signs of
ending the Apocalypse with the birth pangs getting stronger now dated with science. God’s
“Kingdom on earth” will be born, as confirmed by Yeshua in the Gospels, after 1 Tishri 5778. Could
God’s Wrath schedule be delayed like Nineveh, mirror imaged by a conversion of millions Islamic
refugees to allow a 7 month extended harvest of those left out for four hundred years? (Rev. 14:6-7)
This birth comes with a bloody placenta that developed into a wicked New World Order. In time
became absolutely Evil causing ELOHIM to once more save mankind to activate His Wrath.
Privileged Christians ignored many Torah-Bible warnings and thus joined a corrupt atheistic society
closing their eyes for 100 years. They allowed global governments to suppress free Energy invented
by Nicola Tesla Electricity and Hydrogen gas by August Wilhelm von Hofmann. Instead, they
tolerated Evil and did not oppose the horrible plunder and rape of the earth polluting the environment
and forcing most Life forms toward extinction. Collectively this generation will not stop using dirty
oil, coal and lethal nuclear power. It still accepts slash and burn for the last original forest. Even worse
they allowed the killing of endangered animals, devastate the last productive farms with evil fracking
and destroy complex gene intelligence with GMO technology. Why poison the air, water and land of
this earth to cause now massive life extinction in next 10 years ignored by politicians and the media?
If a righteous God does not intervene to save a damaged, groaning nature, Satan will gloat: I won
being more powerful to destroy His creation. Consequently, when we investigate a prophesied
Apocalypse judgment ignored by theologians and suppressed by a global hi-tech civilization, we are
once more condemned to face God’s Wrath. But this time Satan will lose his job and be terminated
in prison, ending this generation. Evil will always self-destruct, yet God promised that mankind
would continue for 1000 years in peace without wars.
The Plan for Mankind was finally revealed by Yeshua-Jesus 2000 years ago to the Jewish religious
government, and then to Pontius Pilatus when he said his kingdom was not from this earth. That was
proven three days later by His foretold resurrection and observed in public by over 500 witnesses. But
science confirmed an unknown resurrection feature confiscated by Roman soldiers watching the
tomb. They were greatly puzzled after the heavy stone mysteriously rolled away and when checked
inside to find only a 100-pound solid plaster burial shell, not fractured or cracked open with a body
missing. (John 19:39) Fearfully perplexed wondered how the body got out and disappeared?
A divine resurrection will be repeated in our time to prove to a modern high-tech evil society that Life
continues for mankind, but Evil again will be corrected like Sodom and Gomorrah or when a
civilization of billion people perished in Noah’s Flood during 2288 BC. Yeshua said it would be
similarly in the next Apocalypse now dated by science correlated by five world calendars when the
earth axis stopped on 21 December 2012. That is ignored in churches or prophecy summits. Some
Christians love the Lord, other love money more. (Matthew 25:12 & 25:41-45). I hope the next
generation is more curious of Jonah-II‘s science facts disregarded by the Prophecy Summit club.
Thus God’s Plan for Mankind is now fully revealed on the web exposing denominational false
dogmas and putting profit oriented theologians out of business. Notice their silence on TV. They no
longer declare God’s Wrath at the front door. Most are ignorant of a mystery paradox revealing
God’s Word as all prophets or gospel writers are only known by their pennames to hide the real
author. No mortal could have written the many hidden verbatim long sentences so accurately
expressed like a modern tape recorder. As a scientist believe the word of God was originally written
by disguised angels appearing like learned scribes (Rev.14:6 & 7:2) to offer and assist sealing a
divine mission with a penname co-worker in writing the original Torah all the way to Revelation.
Think how could an uneducated fisherman like Peter write in a foreign Greek only the elite were
leaders? The ancient Bible is now 4300 years old since Noah (2288 BC) who saved some records
from Adam and Enoch in his boat published in my Babushka concept eggs and Pearls now verified
on YouTube. The free web obsoleted many opinions of theologians when you compare what they
preach with what is written, linked to the last word in the Bible meant for the SAINTS. (Rev. 22:21)
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The last word “Saint” in the sacred scripture, which means "Sons of God," linked to the Hebrew
gematria Beni Ha Elohim is 153. (John 21:11) It was first mentioned in the scroll of Daniel and
explained later in Revelation by John defining a future Sainthood by the apostle pseudonym Paul. A
false Rapture Theory teaches that some privileged Christians will go to heaven without dying. Thus
many theologians still blinded by the various denominational interpretations will twist the teachings of
Yeshua and Paul bend toward false dogmas? Why should some be pre-tribulation raptured right in the
middle of a Satan Kosmos hellish war? They do not discern when the Creator ELOHIM said to
Adam and Eve, “Everyone who sins will die,” which is a Daleth unalterable divine Kosmos law.
Why do theologians misconstrue the Bible by teaching some will not die and make God a liar, thus
humans become a new species creature, one notch higher above the White Throne judgment and
superseding Yeshua-Jesus who died. A mini-resurrection is a precursor of death, if you are educated.
Why distort a mystery explained by Apostle Paul and convert it into a rapture dogma for profit thus
keeping Christians comatose, self-sufficient and ignorant to miss the boat similar to Noah’s relatives.
The Torah-Bible is misread by most Christians as Paul, an OT lawyer, made his case before a High
Court (Acts 24) about how the dead will be raised, but notice later he said the Last Trumpet when
time is no more. (1 Cor. 15:51) Afterward, God’s Kingdom on earth is finalized as seen by John in
98 AD and with trumpets. But the last One is special. Read it again linked to events. I am still puzzled
by a second mystery (1 Thess. 4:15) defining the end of Yeshua’s earthly kingdom (1 Thess. 5:9) in
God’s final Wrath before the White Throne. That is now better explained to match Daniel’s two (2)
apocalypses of Satan’s last rebellion.
Daniel 7 will match the first Apocalypse (1 Tishri 5777) with the 7th Trumpet in Revelation ending in
the middle of Daniel (9) verse 24 showing a split of the 70th Week. The second Apocalypse will end
with Satan’s last rebellion on earth (put an end to sin) to finish the second half-week with the Last
Trumpet. (Dan. 12:1) Obviously many people on earth will be alive on the Last Day as all the dead
are resurrected at the same time. Avoiding death is only possible if not in conflict to the Kosmos law
“if sin, must die.” Thus, the Last Trumpet will happen outside the Daleth dimension when “Time” is
no more. Daniel’s prophecy is now matched with the two Apocalypse rebellions caused by Satan:
one before and one after God’s Kingdom on earth ending Evil to balance a Kosmos again. Being
raptured alive avoiding death is outside a closed Daleth dimension. Each dimension is governed by
unchangeable laws similar to a new earth -Jod dimension .The White Throne balance test is thus on
the other side, either in the Golden City or will be transferred in a gigantic UFO spaceship to a new
home. A universe is big, who knows why it was created linked to Saints the last word in the Bible?
Angels do not pro-create, but a Adam-caterpillar-butterfly-specie who passed the test with an immune
system inoculated against Evil is exclusively special. It could repeat an Adam and Eve story one
notch higher linked to many planets in the universe governed by Saints. (Gen. 1:26)
A pre-resurrection is an exception, as most Christians do not understand the purpose of Sainthood.
Thus must come back to earth ahead of the Great Resurrection to learn divine lessons directly from
Yeshua the King. They are trained to replace a vacant administration to govern the Jod dimension
overseeing the New Earth and New Heaven. Many Christians believe being privileged raptured
before the apocalypse avoiding death will not be an exception to Kosmos Laws. Since Adam
everybody is destined to die because of Adams transgression. Thus, he will be sleeping to wake up at
the last Trumpet - the Great Resurrection unless where appointed a Saint, the exception. To be chosen
for Sainthood one must be further educated which can only happen through experience endured in the
Daleth dimension on a mortal caterpillar cycle side. If you want to be an exception and desire to be
mini-resurrected, then be prepared to suffer extreme persecution and faithfully die for your Lord
Yeshua as experienced by the first and last century Christians not raptured. If you avoid the
apocalypse birth pangs, it will only prove you are misled, lacking the experience gained in
persecutions. Thus, you may not graduate to sainthood to know absolute EVIL on a higher level
necessary to govern and safeguard the future Kosmos. Therefore, check your motivation. A real
student wants to be identified with the Master who greatly suffered a horrible death on earth. All his
inner friends were executed, but ignorant theologians promised privileges to avoid death, thus
distorting God’s Plan for Mankind. Read Babushka Pearls #270 and #888 to widen Bible knowledge
horizons. I am sure it is over after 21 September 2017, unless given an extension like Nineveh.
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